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The Ultimate in Complete Social Network Management and
The Best Online Shopping Experience Together – An Ingenious
Creation – MyTotalWorld.Com
Imagine ONE Computer Application That Manages All Your Social and Shopping Networks,
Hassle Free

August 23th, 2016
Los Angeles, CA, BiaoBo Technologies Limited is proud of its latest launch, a brand-new, simply
programmed web application – www.mytotalworld.com. The application is a dream platform
that the world has never seen before, and is the first integrated web application that combines
the power of online social network systems (SNS) with shopping mall network systems (SMNS)
in one app, giving users the greatest of both, unimaginable until now.
Programmed and developed by BiaoBo Technologies Limited, the application is an absolutely
genius innovation; combining Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, Google+, and more. This
application completely covers the majority of life, and it organizes all interests and activities of
each of its users.
“My Total World is a fantastic dream of which the world has never seen before. It is the very
first of its kind – where one can manage, track, post and blog to all his social networks, profiles
and personal interests using one application – and will soon expand into mobile and a full online
shopping mall that will provide the best shopping experience imaginable.” said by the CEO of
MTW, Michael Holstein.
Up until now, SNS and SMNS have worked disjointedly, never coming together for the benefit
of both consumer and retailer. MyTotalWorld.com unites these two very important and distinct
worlds together for maximum efficiency and enjoyment. This achievement is a fantastic

breakthrough in information technology, where “It can’t be done!” has now been accomplished
– and is changing how one manages his life and shopping activities. Each user can post, track,
message and blog to all his social contacts on all his networks and profiles, including his
personal interest involvement groups. The mobile and shopping versions are expected to be
released in early 2017.
Mytotalworld.com encompasses each facet of a person’s life and group dynamics: all his
personal, family, groups, work and school, and spiritual endeavors can be organized and
managed. Shopping will never be the same again. MTW will guarantee the best price, all the
time. SIGN UP TODAY at www.mytotalworld.com.

About My Total World
Unquestionably, the most definitive attribute of the internet is connection. This connection
binds people, personally and professionally. Consumers and sellers alike will prosper from the
shopping synergy created by My Total World. MTW is the ultimate platform for connecting
people intimately to their own world, the worlds of others, as well as the world at large. This
new application, allowing the perfect connection of people, groups, interests, commodity and
life itself, ends the search of a platform that can, truly, do it all.
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